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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
History of Hackbridge
The River Wandle was very important for the industry of Hackbridge and the many mills that were situated along it. The river provided water for the cultivation of
watercress beds, an area now known as Spencer Road Wetlands. In the same area there were lavender and mint pressing mills, both herbs grown locally.

Present
Hackbridge is situated in the London Borough of Sutton, approximately 25 minutes away by train to the centre of London. It has an eclectic mix of housing stock and
minimal range of local shops and small businesses. Hackbridge is referred to as both urban and suburban, depending on the subject of discussion and what works
best for an outcome.
Hackbridge has one major development that will shape the future of the area. The Felnex site expands from Hackbridge Road to London Road and will be a mixed
development of residential and commercial.
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Future of Hackbridge
Hackbridge is situated uniquely between the River Wandle to the west and the unfolding Wandle Valley Regional Park (WVRP) to the east. Hackbridge has been viewed
as a major gateway to the WVRP given its easy links with public transport and access to Beddington Farmlands and the WVRP beyond.
Metropolitan Open Land (MOL) along London Road has been closed to the public for over a decade and has been earmarked as part of the unfolding WVRP. Due to
special circumstances, there is a primary school proposed to be built on part of this land (subject to planning consent, including the GLA) in 2016.

Current green spaces
The purpose of this plan is to look at all the green spaces in Hackbridge, whether big or small and see how they can be enhanced for both people and wildlife, to help it
become known as a town/village in the heart of the WVRP.
According to CABE (Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment)1 parks and open spaces fundamentally affect our wellbeing. They are an important
determinant of health and quality of life. They influence how happy we are with where we live. They are vital pieces of local infrastructure. The quality of the parks and
open space services has a proven effect on public perceptions of local authority performance.
Sutton Council are the main body responsible for the maintenance of most of the green spaces in Hackbridge. At a time where funding is being cut, an NLGN (New
Local Government Network) survey2 of local authority finance directors in 2009 showed that the environmental and culture services are the most exposed and
vulnerable to these cuts. It has been proven that just cutting management and maintenance for green spaces is nearly always found to be false economy because it
generates cost in other areas, i.e. it increases the need to police anti-social behaviour in a derelict space.

1

CABE - Managing green spaces, Seven ingredients for success

2

Scanning financial horizons: Modelling the local consequences of fiscal consolidation NLGN, 2010.
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GREEN SPACES IN HACKBRIDGE
Hackbridge Green

Hackbridge Green is the historical nucleus of Hackbridge, characterised by a traditional village green with cottages and village pub, which dates back to the 1700s.
Trees are a main feature of the site with outstanding specimens of London Planes and also Sycamores with some smaller Oak and Maple specimens.
The Hackbridge and Beddington Corner Neighbourhood Development Group is looking through National Planning Policy Framework - paragraph 76 to 78, to formally
designate it as a local green space which will protect it further from any future development.
Hackbridge Green is also an important part of the southern green corridor / chain.

Proposal plans and projects
• continue to plant bulbs on an annual basis to eventually create the impact of flowering en-mass.
• introduce different bulbs i.e. snowdrops, muscari to take advantage when the trees have no leaves and make attractive in the winter / early spring months
• completely redesign concrete triangle where telephone box has been removed, to meet certain criteria i.e. stop cars parking illegally, new town sign, heritage notice
board
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• remove existing seating and incorporate elsewhere as current view when sat is of the road!
• the mowing regime that was introduced in 2012 by leaving most grass to grow and just mowing in paths, had increased wildflowers, however it also increased litter
and dog fouling. Residents would prefer to see this area as a traditional village green, with existing paths mowed through in Spring to allow the bulbs to grow and
then kept short once they have finished flowering, with the possibility of leaving some smaller patches to grow longer and use plug plants to increase the wildflowers
in these areas
• add in further areas of more formal shrub planting but ensuring no extra maintenance is required
• continue with pollinator friendly planting along the border
• hang bird feeders to try and attract the birds from Beddington Farmlands, further into Hackbridge

Current maintenance
Sutton Council mow paths in the grass from Spring to early Autumn and around the edge of the whole green, with a final cut of all the grass in late Autumn. Trees are
maintained on an adhoc basis.
Hackbridge school children planted over 3,000 bulbs in 2012 and a new bed was created along the boundary with ‘The Wave’ flats by Rydon, as a good will gesture
due to neglect of the boundary when building the flats. In order to allow the new planting of this border to take place, the residents had to sign an agreement with
Sutton Council that they would maintain this area as they did not have enough money for resources to do so.
In December 2014 further daffodil bulbs were planted on the green and in the border. Alliums were planted in a triangular area on the grass as an experiment how they
would work with the taller grass and whether locals would pick them!

Any issues
• litter on the green, often exacerbated by waste removal company when they empty one bin into another to avoid having to wheel them all across the green
• has been used as a spill out area from rowdy pub goers
• used as a public toilet at the end of the actual road, as well as behind the plane trees, specifically the one by the dog poo bin as covered more by growth sprouting
from the bottom of the tree
• leaves and falling debris are not collected by Sutton Council
• dogs fouling and not being picked up, despite a dog poo bin on the site.
• Longer grass has exacerbated dog fouling not being picked up and rubbish dropped
• wooden posts around the green keep rotting
• children picking the flowers
• bench opposite pub has caused antisocial behaviour - drinking / drug use
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Map of Hackbridge Green and proposed projects
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Project 1
Bulb planting
3 x swathes of 15m of mixed bulbs (daffodil & tulip) planted closest to Hackbridge Road side.

Project 2
6 year crocus bulb planting project
Naturalise purple crocus bulbs across the whole of the green (approx 1,312m2). This project will require a few years of mass planting to encourage naturalisation. Due
to early flowering, this will not have an affect on any mowing regime.

Project 3
Planting bulbs around base of trees
Plant snowdrops around the base of all trees, giving a contrast to planned naturalisation of purple crocus on the whole green.

Project 4
Fence painting
Paint the old concrete fence to brighten up the baseline, so that the new planting will show up more and provide a more kept look to stop unsociable behaviour,
especially behind the Plane tree by the dog poo bin. Where ivy has covered the fencing, this is to be retained and neatened to help habitat.

Project 5
Increase habitat
Create and build three tall insect hotels along the border to also provide visual interest. Look at ways of covering the concrete fencing which visually enhances it, as
well as increasing habitat. Add bird houses in appropriate locations. Provide coverage for wheelie bins that enhance the area with planting on top and possible habitat
homes on the side. See images as examples.
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Project 6
Enhancing the border
Further shrubs and bulbs are needed to help the wildlife and enhance the border. This is a tricky site as mainly overshadowed by trees and covered in London Plane
leaves which take years to rot down.

Project 7
Landscape concrete area by controlled crossing
Since the telephone box was removed from Hackbridge Green, this has enabled a bigger paved area which is often used by cars to park illegally. The bit of land should
be redesigned to promote an area within keeping of its heritage background and encourage wildlife.
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Watercress Park

Watercress Park is an amenity area with limited facilities, including a basket ball cage and climbing concrete mounds. One side of the park is covered in gravel which
was the former car parking area for the Mullards Factory. The other areas are covered in grass with various mature trees, including a row of cherry trees. The grass in
areas has been left to grow longer to encourage biodiversity.
The park has access from Spencer Road and the River Wandle, backed one side by allotments and the other fencing of back gardens. There is green metal fencing
around the whole of the park, although one panel down which has now been used as a desire route.
The park is also extensively used by dog walkers and leads to the River Wandle Trail.

Current maintenance
The site is owned and managed by Sutton Council.
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Any issues
• Ideas for improvement have been tried before but failed, due to concern from residents.
• Residents are concerned over noise for anything else to put located in this area.
• Residents would like to be able to lock the gates and have offered to do so, but are not allowed due to the national cycle route going through the park - need to verify
this.
• If gates cannot be locked, suggest removal of River Wandle end fencing, to open up the area, rather than segregate it.
• Has been used as a cut through to get alcohol from nearest shop

Proposal plans and projects
• There is potential to make this the main recreational park for Hackbridge, with big community involvement from ideas through to implementation.
• Ideas to incorporate the old hard landscape of the carpark, as potentially too expensive to remove i.e.
• bike / scooter track
• running track
• raised beds - community garden
• a big play feature i.e. pirate boat, castle
• outdoor exercise equipment
• area for outdoor entertainment - festivals
• Need to ensure the existing slow worms are protected
• Add wildlife friendly shrubs to the borders and bulbs to create longevity
• Trial wildflower meadow areas near the river
• Plant bulbs in the areas of grass that are left to grow longer
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Map of Watercress Park and proposed projects
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Project 1
Wildflower meadow
Create a new wildflower meadow area on the large expanse of grass just outside the gated boundary by the River Wandle and a smaller meadow on the triangle piece
of grass to the entrance of the park as indicated as ‘1’ on the plan above.

Project 2
Bulb planting & mowing regime - Year 1
There are already daffodils planted along the entrance of the park. Yearly bulb planting can help bring some colour to the park during early spring, while providing
essential nectar for bees. A mix of early and late daffodils and tulips to be planted in swathes.
Areas of the grass in the park are left to grow, these areas need to be confirmed by Sutton Council as they may also need to strim around the newly planted areas.

Project 3
Bulb planting - Year 2
Continue with yearly bulb planting as indicated on map above by no.3 to include long swathe by entrance to park and bulbs around seating hut.

Project 4
Bulb planting - Year 3
Continue with yearly bulb planting and ascertain whether the path mowed through longer grass has worked before planting this area.

Project 5
Shrub planting - Year 4
Plant wildlife friendly, low maintenance shrubs in the areas indicated as Project 5 in the map above.
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New hedges to be planted

Orchard Avenue Recreational Ground
Located next to Culvers House School, this is a local amenity for children under the age of 14, as stipulated by a welcome sign post. Interestingly, there didn’t seem to
be any notice that gave the name of the park.
The play area itself is small, but has good recreational facilities including swings and a multi-purpose climbing frame with slide. There are benches and some with
tables, to be able to use for picnics. The reality is that it is more suitable for children up to the age of 8 to 10 years.
The site is overlooked by houses and their back fences to one side, a foot path on the opposite and access points from Orchard Avenue and Medland Close. There is
an expanse of open grassland near Orchard Avenue and one tree on the opposite side of the park near Medland Close. There was no visibility of shrubs and a few
daffodils have been planted near the entrance to Orchard Avenue.

Current maintenance
The land is owned by Sutton Council, who provide the maintenance of looking after the play equipment and cutting the grass. There are no other plants within the area
that need maintenance.

Any issues
• Adding any planting, however minimal, will require more maintenance than is already required.
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Proposal plans and projects
• There is potential to do something more with the area of grassland. Although great for children to run freely around, there is enough room to plant some suitable
trees, maybe fruit ones, which would retain an historical stance of the orchard which it once was. The trees can also be used as shaded areas as there isn’t that
facility in the park.
• The boundary by the houses can easily be made more interesting by planting mixed hedges, which will attract wildlife or even edible shrubs. The children from
Culvers House Primary could be involved in this project.
• Bug boxes could be designed by the children as a competition and the winners get theirs built in the park.
• Leaving areas of the grass to grow longer will create more interest and also attract wildlife.
Map of Orchard Recreation Ground and proposed projects
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Project 1
Boundary planting
Create a hedge along the boundary overlooked by houses to cover up the fencing as indicated as no.1 on the map above. Try using an edible theme to continue the
concept that it was once an old orchard. Apply for Woodland Trust community tree pack.

Project 2
Bulb planting - Year 2
There are a few bulbs planted by the entrance to the park. This can be expanded upon each year, hopefully with the help of Culvers House Primary School children.
Plant clumps of crocus and daffodils as indicated on map above around area of tree. Plant swathe of daffodils along blue fence, again as seen as no.2 on the map
above.

Project 3
Wildflower meadow strip - Year 3
Create a new wildflower meadow strip along the edge of the boundary of the park and Orchard Avenue as seen as no.3 on map above. See if can coincide project with
meadow at Watercress Park to save on costs of hiring rotorvator.

Project 4
Bulb planting - Year 3
Plant swathe of daffodils as indicated on map above by no.4.
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Grass verges along London Road, Hackbridge

There are three main grass verges running along London Road. All three have had wildflower strips provided by Sutton Council to varying success. Daffodil planting
along the strip pictures happened in December 2014, having applied for free bulbs from the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association.

Current maintenance
The land is owned by Sutton Council, who provide the maintenance of cutting the grass. There are no other plants within the area that need maintenance. It is
understood Peabody maintain the grass verge outside BedZED.

Any issues
• Adding any planting, however minimal, will require more maintenance than is already required.
• There are various pipes underneath the areas which hinders planting
• Dog fouling

Proposal plans and projects
• There is potential for an edible bus stop since it has been moved and the pavement widen
• The two strips nearest the centre of Hackbridge could be more formally designed as the grass is not good quality
• Plant bulbs on verge outside BedZED and continue with yearly planting on other verges
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Project 1
Edible Bus Stop
Needs formal design and funding

Project 2
Redesign of green verges (not including outside BedZED)
This area could be made more attractive, especially as the grass is not good quality. Seating could be incorporated and the areas made as almost a
continuous mini pocket park area. Could have edible theme, to compliment edible bus stop.

Project 3
Bulb planting on verge outside BedZED
Plant clumps of daffodils and crocus to enhance the area for the Spring.

Project 4
Bulb planting on middle verge
Depending on if a design happens for the verges, plant clumps of daffodils and crocus.
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